ISOMETRIC VIEW

NOTES:
1. DETECTABLE WARNING DOMES SHALL COVER 2'-0" LENGTH AND FULL WIDTH OF THE RAMP FLOOR AS SHOWN ON THE DETAILS.
2. OBTAIN 70% CONTRAST VISIBILITY WITH ADJOINING SURFACE, EITHER LIGHT-ON-DARK, OR DARK-ON-LIGHT SEQUENCE COVERING THE ENTIRE RAMP.

RAMP WIDTH AREA IS VARIABLE

BASE DIAMETER
0.45"R TO 0.70"R

TOP DIAMETER OF NO. LESS THAN 50% TO NO MORE THAN 65% OF THE BASE DIAMETER

EXPANSION JOINT

NOTE: A PORTION OF ONE OR BOTH RAMP MAY EXTEND OUTSIDE THE RETURN.

PLAN VIEW
DIAGONAL RAMP
MAX. 25' RADIUS (60" MIN. FLOOR WIDTH)

PLAN VIEW
DUAL Ramps
ANY RADIUS
(40" MIN. FLOOR WIDTH)

DETECTABLE WARNING DOMES

CUT